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 Light is one of the primary resources in regulating phytoplankton growth and productivity. 
Recent satellite observations have started to report optimal light intensities for phytoplankton 
blooming in various physiological and ecological environments. To investigate the optimal light 
intensities required for phytoplankton spring bloom development in the East Sea (ES), we 
constructed a 10-year climatology of the mean photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) in 
the mixed layer at the onset times of spring blooms using satellite data and in situ temperature–
depth profiles. The PAR estimates in the southern ES (<40°N) are nearly uniform, with an 
optimal value of 4.5 ± 2.1 E m−2 day−1; this value is comparable to the PAR in the western North 
Pacific and the North Atlantic, where bloom initiation has been explained by a shallowing of the 
mixed layer depth and an increase in the light availability. The PAR estimates for the northern 
ES are also nearly uniform, with an optimal value of 16.0 ± 7.3 E m−2 day−1. However, the PAR 
is about three times larger in the northern ES than in the southern ES. The value of the northern 
ES is comparable to the PAR estimate in the Southern Ocean, which is known as a high-nutrient 
and low-chlorophyll region, owing to iron limitation and zooplankton grazing pressures. These 
distinct regional differences in the PAR estimates indicate that a variety of physiological and 
ecological conditions can control the onset of spring blooms.

1. Introduction

 Light is an essential resource for primary production and phytoplankton growth in the 
euphotic zone in the ocean. Previous studies based on laboratory culture experiments revealed 
the maximum phytoplankton growth rate under optimal light intensity.(1–3) These laboratory-
derived optimal light intensities have often been used to estimate primary production because of 
the difficulty in estimating optimal light intensity in the ocean.(1–3) Recently, however, with 
satellite remote sensing of the ocean color, a few studies have started to show optimal light 
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intensities for spring phytoplankton bloom development in the ocean.(1,4–6) For example, Siegel 
et al. found the optimal intensity of photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) required for 
bloom initiation from 35°N to 75°N in the North Atlantic.(5) Similarly, the spring bloom 
developed from the Scotian Shelf to Greenland when the mean PAR within the mixed layer 
reached 15 W m−2 day−1.(4,6) Furthermore, Chen et al. estimated the optimal sea surface light 
intensity required for the spring phytoplankton bloom peaks in marginal seas of the Northwest 
Pacific.(1) These optimal light intensities show characteristics with constant values depending on 
the sea area, which may vary with physiological and ecological conditions. These aspects 
indicate that the optimal light intensity can potentially become an indicator of the requirements 
of spring bloom development.(1)

 Spring blooms are the most distinct features of annual phytoplankton productivity cycles in 
euphotic zones of the ocean. These blooms affect the species composition, abundance, and 
diversity of marine organisms in a pelagic ecosystem.(7) Changes in carbon export to the deep 
waters during the blooms are generally expected to affect carbon cycles in the ocean. Because of 
the importance of marine ecosystems and carbon cycles, many researchers have sought to 
understand the dynamics of spring blooms and their governing factors.(8,9)

 The spring phytoplankton bloom development in the ocean generally occurs with seasonal 
changes in temperature, light availability, nutrients, and zooplankton grazing pressure.(7) In 
temperate and subpolar regions of the ocean, the bloom developments have often been explained 
by seasonal increases in light intensity with the development of water column stratification from 
winter to spring under conditions of abundant nutrients and low grazing pressure due to deep 
winter vertical mixing.(8,9) However, depending on the sea area, phytoplankton will be exposed 
to different conditions of nutrients and zooplankton grazing pressure. If the zooplankton grazing 
pressure in a sea area is significant, the light intensity required for the blooming can increase to 
compensate for the losses due to grazing.(5,10) Therefore, the light intensity can be used to 
diagnose the characteristics of spring bloom dynamics and their governing factors 
compared with other areas. 
 The East Sea (ES) is a semi-enclosed marginal sea of the temperate North Pacific. However, 
the sea has also been considered a miniature ocean owing to its oceanic features, including its 
basin-scale gyres, mesoscale eddies, subpolar front, deep-water formation, and thermohaline 
circulation.(11) In the ES, the phytoplankton productivity shows seasonal cycles with spring and 
fall blooms.(7,12,13) In particular, the phytoplankton spring blooms are characterized as being the 
most distinct and regular occurrences in the entire ES every year.(7) The spring bloom 
development has been explained by seasonal increases in light intensity with the development of 
water column stratification from winter to spring, as in the case of other temperate and subpolar 
seas.(12,13) The ES is divided by the subpolar front into warm subtropical water and colder 
subpolar water [Fig. 1(a)]. The wintertime vertical mixing depth is more profound in the subpolar 
water than in the subtropical water.(14) The nutrient concentrations and zooplankton biomass in 
the upper layer during spring are higher in the subpolar water than in the subtropical water.(15,16) 
Therefore, the physiological and ecological environments should be different in these waters, 
which could provide different optimal light intensities for the bloom developments. Furthermore, 
it can be assumed that there are distinct regional differences in the characteristics of spring 
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bloom dynamics and their governing factors in the ES. However, studies have yet to be 
conducted on diagnosing the optimal light intensities and characteristics of the bloom 
dynamics in the ES.
 In this study, for the first time, we estimate mean PAR intensities in the mixed layer depth 
(MLD) at the onset dates of spring blooms to investigate the optimal light intensities required for 
spring phytoplankton bloom development in the entire ES. We also compared the mean PAR 
intensities with those in the well-known North Pacific, North Atlantic, and Southern Ocean 
regarding the control factors of bloom development to understand the characteristics of the 
bloom dynamics in the ES. 

2. Methods

 For our analysis of the varying mean PAR intensities in the MLD (IMLD) over seasonal scales, 
climatological monthly values for chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) concentrations, PAR, and MLDs are 
used at a 1° × 1° resolution. MLDs from in situ data are not all available in large areas of the ES. 
They are not in concurrence with Chl-a concentration or PAR, which can be derived from 
continuous satellite ocean color data available for much of the ES. Therefore, climatological 
MLDs are often estimated using historical data sets of temperature profiles.(5,12) The IMLD was 
derived from IMLD = [I0/(kMLD)] (1 − e−kMLD), where I0 is the incident surface PAR and k is the 
diffuse attenuation coefficient.(17,18) k can be derived from 0.1211 Chl-a0.428.(5) Then, the 
monthly time series of IMLD in each grid was compiled. The uncertainties of the IMLD time series 
were calculated by error propagation of the uncertainties of the monthly Chl-a, MLD, and PAR. 
The IMLD time series were then used to determine IMLD at the onset date of the spring bloom, 
from the interpolated IMLD corresponding to the climatological spring bloom onset date.

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Mean sea surface temperature (℃) during March to May derived from Advanced Very 
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) from 1998 to 2007 in the ES and (b) number of temperature profiles used for 
the climatological mixed layer depth (MLD) in a 1° × 1° grid from 1959 to 2007.
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2.1 Climatological monthly Chl-a, PAR, and MLD
 
 For the climatological monthly means of Chl-a concentrations and PAR intensities in the 
study area, we used the monthly composites of Level-3 Standard Mapped Image (SMI) products 
of the SeaWiFS (Reprocessing, 2010) Chl-a concentrations and PAR with a 9 km resolution from 
1998 to 2007, which were obtained from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA), the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and the Distributed Active Archive Center 
(DAAC). Mean values of monthly composites in a 1° × 1° grid were calculated each year and 
compiled to build a 10-year time series of Chl-a and PAR with a monthly temporal resolution.(5) 
Then, climatological monthly means of Chl-a concentrations and PAR and their standard 
deviations (1σ) in each month were determined from the 10-year time series of Chl-a and PAR.
 Climatological monthly MLDs were derived from individual temperature profiles from 1959 
to 2007 obtained from the World Ocean Database 2009 (WOD09) [Fig. 1(b)]. The MLD was 
defined as the depth at which the temperature differs from that at 10 m depth by 0.2 ℃.(14,18,19) 
Since the MLD estimates in a 1° × 1° grid for a given month generally showed a highly skewed 
distribution, we adopted the median for the area in a given month to minimize the effect of 
spatial and temporal outliers. This median deviation was considered to be the uncertainty of the 
MLD estimate.(19) The median MLDs were compiled to build a climatological monthly MLD 
time series in the area.

2.2 Estimation of onset date of spring phytoplankton bloom

 To obtain a 10-year climatological estimate of the onset date of spring phytoplankton blooms 
in each 1° × 1° grid, the bloom onset date for each year was determined from the compiled Chl-a 
concentrations described above but with 8-day composites instead of monthly values. 
Intermittent data gaps in the compiled 8-day Chl-a time series were approximated using an 
asymmetric Gaussian curve (R2 > 0.9).(20) The onsets of spring blooms were defined to be when 
the fitted Chl-a concentration was twice the average taken from the fit in the winter months.(21) 
For the 10-year climatological estimate of the spring bloom onset time for each grid, the mean 
bloom onset time and its uncertainty (1σ) were calculated using ten onset times shown in the 10-
year Chl-a time series.(5) The threshold criteria were previously used to identify the onset dates 
of spring blooms in the ES.(13,18,21) Yamada et al. defined the onset date of a spring bloom as the 
time when the Chl-a exceeds 0.8 mg m−3.(13) Meanwhile, Maúre et al. identified the onset date 
as when the Chl-a becomes 5% or 20% higher than the annual median.(18) In our study, the onset 
dates of spring blooms are essentially the same as those provided by Yamada et al. and Maúre et 
al.

3. Results

 The spatial distribution of the spring bloom onset dates in the ES reveals a northward 
propagation of the bloom [Fig. 2(a)]. In the southern ES (< 40°N), the bloom initiates in March, 
whereas in the northern ES (> 40°N), the bloom initiates in April and early May. These timings 
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are consistent with estimates obtained in other studies.(13,18) The I0 intensities at the onset dates 
of spring blooms in the ES vary between 30 and 45 E m–2 day–1 [Fig. 2(b)]. The MLDs at the 
bloom onset dates in the southern ES are 60–100 m, about 2–3 times deeper than those at the 
bloom onset dates in the northern ES [Fig. 2(c)]. 
 The IMLD estimates at the onset dates of the spring bloom show two distinct zones separated 
by the latitude of 40°N [Fig. 2(d)]. The southern ES is characterized by near-uniform values, 
with a mean value of 4.5 ± 2.1 E m−2 day−1. The values in the northern ES are approximately 
three times larger, varying between 12 and 22 E m−2 day−1. Primarily, the larger values are found 
in the northeastern ES, where the MLD at the bloom onset date is close to 20 m. Although some 
outliers exist, the PAR estimates for the northern ES are also nearly uniform, with a mean value 
of 16.0 ± 7.3 E m−2 day−1. Some of the outliers in the estimates may be because the IMLD values 
are climatological estimates based on the onset date of the spring bloom and the MLD derived 
from different periods (1998–2007 and 1959–2007, respectively).

Fig. 2. (Color online) 10-year climatology of (a) the onset date of the spring bloom and (b) I0, (c) MLD, and (d) 
IMLD at the spring bloom onset date in the ES for 1° × 1° grids.
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4. Discussion

 The IMLD estimates in this study exhibit characteristics with constant values in the southern 
and northern ES [Fig. 2(d)], as shown at the optimal light intensities in other sea areas.(4–6) 
These constant values indicate that the spring blooms in the southern (36°N to 40°N) and 
northern (40°N to 46°N) ES could not develop until the light intensities in the mixed layer 
reached at least about 4.5 ± 2.1 and 16.0 ± 7.3 E m−2 day−1, respectively [Fig. 2(d)]. 
 Depending on the sea area, the light intensity required for phytoplankton blooming may vary 
with physiological and ecological conditions.(5,10) Therefore, the distinct regional differences in 
IMLD estimates in the ES could suggest that different physiological and ecological conditions 
could control spring bloom development. To consider these regional differences, we investigate 
monthly variations in temperature, zooplankton wet weight, and nitrate concentration in MLD 
in the southern and northern ES (Fig. 3). The data on the zooplankton’s wet weight were obtained 
from Hirota and Hasegawa.(15) The temperature and nitrate concentration in the mixed layer 
were estimated on the basis of the objectively analyzed (1° grid) climatological monthly data of 
in situ temperature and nitrate measurement data at standard depth levels of the World Ocean 
Atlas 2009 (WOA09). The temperature and nitrate concentration in the MLD and zooplankton 
wet weight also showed distinct regional differences between the southern and northern ES (Fig. 
3). In the northern ES, phytoplankton experiences much lower temperature, higher nutrient 
availability, and higher grazing pressure from winter to spring. However, the MLDs between the 
northern and southern ES do not show distinct regional differences during spring, although the 
MLDs during winter show significant regional differences.(14)

Fig. 3. Climatological monthly variations of the regionally averaged mean of (a) sea surface Chl-a concentration, 
(b) temperature in the mixed layer, (c) zooplankton wet weight, and (d) nitrate concentration in the mixed layer in the 
southern and northern ES.
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 Jo et al. suggested that phytoplankton in the northern ES could be co-limited by the light 
availability and iron content owing to severe deep winter mixing.(21) The severe low light 
intensities can increase the cellular iron demand of phytoplankton and cause iron stress on 
phytoplankton growth.(21,22) In the northern ES, the IMLD values at the time of bloom initiation 
are about three times larger than those in the southern ES [Fig. 2(d)]. The co-limitation of 
phytoplankton by light availability and iron content owing to the deep MLD in winter may result 
in the later bloom initiation and the larger IMLD in the northern ES.
 If the zooplankton grazing pressure is significant during the spring bloom period, then bloom 
development tends to be delayed or suppressed.(5,10) In the northern ES, the zooplankton biomass 
generally increases from February and reaches the maximum in April [Fig. 3(c)]. This springtime 
increase in the zooplankton biomass in the northern ES has been explained by an ontogenetic 
vertical migration of Neocalanus spp. copepods with their 1-yr life cycle.(23) Neocalanus spp. 
spawn below 300 m depth in winter. Young copepodites arrive at the surface layer in March.(24) 
These newly recruited copepods can rapidly increase their biomass to keep pace with the 
increase in phytoplankton biomass.(25) Therefore, in the northern ES, the spring bloom may be 
arrested until IMLD is sufficiently large to overcome the grazing losses by zooplankton, causing 
the larger IMLD at the bloom initiation time.
 We also estimated IMLD at the spring bloom initiation time in the southern Western North 
Pacific (Southern WNP; 35–39°N, 149–154°E), the northern WNP (Northern WNP; 40–44°N, 
149–154°E), the northern North Atlantic (Northern NA; 42–46°N, 35–40°W), and the Southern 
Ocean (SO; 56–60°S, 45–50°W), where the mechanisms that trigger spring blooms have been 
studied for decades and have been identified.(5,10,17,26,27) In the selected regions, the IMLD values 
were estimated like the IMLD estimates in the ES. The IMLD in the southern ES is comparable to 
that in the Southern WNP, Northern WNP, and Northern NA (Fig. 4). Sverdrup’s hypothesis, by 
which a spring bloom initiation is generally explained by a shallowing of the MLD and an 

Fig. 4. IMLD estimates at the bloom onset date with corresponding 1σ error bars in the southern and northern ES, 
Southern WNP, Northern WNP, Northern NA, and SO.
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increase in the light availability, has commonly explained the spring bloom in these 
regions.(5,10,28–30) Meanwhile, IMLD in the northern ES is comparable to that in the SO (Fig. 4). 
The SO is a high-nutrient and low-chlorophyll (HNLC) region. In this region, phytoplankton 
blooms are generally suppressed by severe light and iron availability limitations and zooplankton 
grazing pressure. In the northern ES, phytoplankton may experience not only severe light 
limitation but also iron limitation and zooplankton grazing pressure before spring bloom 
initiation, even though the ES is not a HNLC region. This co-limitation may result in more 
significant IMLD estimates in the northern ES than in the southern ES. 
 In the ES, the regional differences in spring bloom development and their interannual 
variations have been generally associated with physical factors controlling light availability, 
such as MLD, wind speed, eddy, and vertical mixing.(12,13,18) Ecological modeling studies have 
considered these conditions as the main governing equations and parameters to simulate spatial 
and temporal variations of spring bloom development in the ES.(16) In our study, however, the 
distinct regional differences in IMLD estimates and comparisons of these values with those of 
other ocean regions suggest that physiological and ecological factors should also be considered 
essential conditions required for the bloom developments in the ES. To clarify this new 
perspective, quantitative evaluation will be required through field and modeling studies. 

5. Conclusions

 In this study, we used satellite data and in situ temperature profiles to provide a 10-year 
climatology of the IMLD values at spring bloom initiation in the ES. The IMLD estimates in the 
southern and northern ES are uniform, with mean values of 4.5 ± 2.1 and 16.0 ± 7.3 E m−2 day−1, 
respectively. These uniform values indicate that the blooms may develop as the light intensities 
within the mixed layer roughly reach the mean values in both areas. Additionally, the estimated 
IMLD in the southern ES is comparable to that in the western North Pacific and the North 
Atlantic, where the improvement of light conditions owing to the shallowing of the MLD has 
often explained spring bloom development. The estimated IMLD is significantly larger in the 
northern ES than in the southern ES. The estimated IMLD in the northern ES is comparable to 
that in the SO, characterized by iron and zooplankton co-limitations. The larger IMLD suggests 
that phytoplankton in the northern ES may experience more severe physiological or ecological 
suppression before spring bloom development in the northern ES. Therefore, IMLD can be used 
to diagnose the effects of the regional characteristics of physiological or ecological 
factors on the bloom dynamics, although these aspects should be verified. Furthermore, 
the constant IMLD estimates can be used as a critical parameter of ecological and biogeochemical 
models to simulate primary productivity and predict spring bloom developments. 
 The climatological IMLD values were estimated in this study owing to the limitation of MLD 
data with high spatial and temporal resolutions. If numerical modeling and data assimilation 
methods provide reliable MLD estimates concurrently with satellite Chl-a concentrations, 
decadal changes in the constant IMLD values in the ES can be analyzed, assuming that the IMLD 
values increase or decrease in 10-year increments. In this case, it can be expected that 
phytoplankton will be more severely or less exposed to physiological or ecological limits, 
resulting in changes in the characteristics of spring bloom dynamics. 
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